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Announcing the Inaugural Mineral Exploration & Equipment Technology Summit, Bringing 

Together Practitioners and Thought Leaders to Dubai 

  

Eventus International is pleased to announce the inaugural Mineral Exploration & Equipment 

Technology Summit to be held at the Crowne Plaza Dubai, UAE, 24 to 25 August 2021. The 

tradeshow-oriented summit will bring mining industry executives from across the globe 

together to share ideas and best practices around improving efficiency, interoperability, cost 

reduction strategies as well as innovation-driven approaches to increase the productivity of the 

mining process. 

  

Eventus International is a dynamic summit and exhibition company that connects leaders with 

leaders and turns opportunity into possibility. We utilise our vast networks and expertise to 

create forward thinking summits that align best practice and industry development with 

empowering content and outstanding networking opportunities. 

  

“We are thrilled to be launching the Global Energy & Mineral Summits (GEMS) division within 

the company, introducing a carefully curated Mineral Exploration & Equipment Technology 

Summit as the first event of many to follow,” said Yudi Soetjiptadi, Eventus International 

Managing Director. “The mining industry is rapidly evolving and one of the most regulated and 

costly industries in the world. In order to remain relevant, competitive and sustainable, we 

created this event offering a space that promotes the exchange of knowledge, experience, as 

well as a platform for mining-related providers to showcase their technology innovation.” 

  

The event involves executives and business leaders in the mining sector to gather under a single 

roof with the aim to flourish the sector, building a sustainable mining operation, exploring 

innovative ways of reducing environmental footprint and ultimately providing insights to the 

various aspects of the mining sectors. 

  

Dubai is an “ideal” location for hosting the inaugural Mineral Exploration & Equipment 

Technology Summit according to Lou-Mari Burnett, Marketing Director of Eventus 

International. “Dubai has an open policy to receive all kinds of activities related to hosting high 

profile world-class events. With its strategic location, Dubai provides trading and transport hubs 



that connect the world. Therefore, a mining summit in Dubai will be accessible to a far broader 

audience, plus the fact that the weather during at least eight or nine months of the year is 

perfect,” she said.  

 

The two-day summit and exhibition cover the entire industry – exploration, mine development, 

open pit, underground mining, processing, safety, environmental improvement and more. The 

event will feature soon-to-be-announced keynote speakers focusing on the latest cutting-edge 

equipment, innovations, services and technologies to take your operation to a new level and 

fuel your long-term growth. Attendees will hear from various panels and have the choice of 

attending one of two breakout sessions (opencast and underground mines). The panel’s 

includes: 

· Underground & Open-cut mine operations 

· New technologies in exploration 

· Intelligent Equipment 

· Collaboration & Partnership 

· Sustainability 

· Mine financing 

· The regulatory framework applicable to mining activities 

  

Why attend? 

· Network with the world’s most influential and accomplished mining executives 

· Learn best practices from experienced global mining leaders 

· Learn innovative ways of managing and reducing the environmental footprint 

· Meet leading mining suppliers & service providers and discover the latest mining 

innovations 

· Expect to meet more than 500 global attendees from more than 30 countries at this 

world’s premier mining summit and exhibition in Dubai, UAE 

· Be part of this invaluable platform to seek new partnerships and fresh business 

opportunities 

  

The full slate of speakers will be announced in the next few weeks. Additional information 

about the summit may be found here or at www.eventus-international.com/GEMS. 
  

Why Sponsor or Exhibit? 

The reality of the current climate is that it is challenging to get the right people in the right 

space to share your brand with. We have a solution for you that will ensure that your offering is 

positioned correctly and attract the audience you want. Claim a larger presence at the world’s 

premier mining summit and exhibition in Dubai, UAE. 

  

http://www.eventus-international.com/GEMS
http://www.eventus-international.com/GEMS


· Be seen as a key player by sponsoring the brand new and most anticipated global 

premier mining event 

· Maximise your brand awareness to the entire mining value chain 

· Position your brand next to the industry’s biggest and most successful companies 

· Get a cost-effective marketing exposure ad brand to your target market 

· Create new partnerships and alliances 

· Gain global exposure with hundreds of international media 

· Connect with the most high-profile C-level executives and decision-makers from across 

the globe 

· Position and profile yourself as an industry leader 

  

Local and international companies from the following sectors will be exhibiting at Mineral 

Exploration & Equipment Technology Summit 2021: 
· Mining and related products 

· Industrial, engineering and manufacturing 

· Electrical engineering 

· Materials handling 

· Occupational safety, health and environment 

· Construction 

  

If you are interested in showcasing your brand at the world's premier mining event, download 

the 2021 Sponsorship Prospectus to discover how we can elevate your brand.  

  

Save the date for our Inaugural Mineral Exploration & Equipment Technology Summit. 

  

  

Contact us now to find out how your company can benefit from our summits: 

  

Lou-Mari Burnett 

Marketing Director  

Eventus International 

Email: loumari@eventus-international.com 

Phone: +27829075850 

  

 


